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Beleaf  (Biologically Engineered Leaf)  utilizes an agriculture by-product
and creates a new material which will eventually go back to the 
environment, therefore it has zero negative impact. Beleaf  offers you an 
elegant and ecological way to build your environment.
 
It is not widely known that every growth of  the banana plant (technically
called “follower”) produces only one banana bunch during its life cycle.  
In fact, once the bunch is harvested it must be cut and left to rot, in order
to allow the next growth to mature and produce another bunch within 6
months. During this rotting procedure, it releases large quantities of  Co2
into the atmosphere in the form of  methane gas.  Beleaf  is a sustainable
solution which gives designers a unique material in the process.

veneer



Our fi rst born, B10 is perfection found in 
the simplicity of  nature.

Straight grain effect.
Random jointings on both sides
Sizes: 2000 x 500 mm
Thickness: 0.35 mm
Horizontal strength: 147 Newton

B10



“A straight line 
to ecology”



“Step after 
step...”



BT is created fi bre after fi bre to reach 
the horizon.

Cross-grain effects.
No joints face side
Sizes: 2000 x 500 mm
Thickness: 0.35 mm
Horizontal strength: 147 Newton

BT



Find a natural right angle with BX 
design.

Diagonal grain effects.
Cross grain jointed 
Sizes: 2000 x 500 mm
Thickness: 0.35 mm
Horizontal strength: 147 Newton

BX



“Create special 
effects...”



“Geometries to 
create special 

effects...”



With Beleaf  BP design one fi nds a 
combination of  light and dark creating
depth and movement.

Irregular parquet fl ooring joints 
on face side
Sizes: 2000 x 500 mm
Thickness: 0.35 mm
Horizontal strength: 147 Newton

BP



Traditional basket weaving techniques are 
utilized to create our 100% ecological 
product.

Interwoven grain effects.
Backside horizontal grain jointed 
Sizes: 2000 x 500 mm
Thickness: 0.35 mm
Horizontal strength: 147 Newton

BW



“The quality 
of  traditional 
handmade...”



“Strength in 
layers...”



As B10 evolves it becomes stronger with 
one extra layer.

Composed by three layers of  straight 
grain effect.
Random jointings on both sides
Sizes: 2000 x 500 mm
Thickness: 0.50 mm
Horizontal strength: 147 Newton

B21



HOW TO USE IT



How should I store Beleaf  veneer?
Beleaf  veneer is a 100% natural product based on vegetal fi bres. 
It’s very sensitive to humidity variations, therefore we suggest to 
keep Beleaf  veneer stored in his original packaging until the time 
to use it. If  you are going to use partial quantity please repack 
the material carefully in order to preserve it.

Can I use Beleaf  if  it becomes dry?
Yes, you still can use it, but you may fi nd some wrinkles, cracks 
and uckling. This can give you an undesirable result with your 
fi nal product.

If  it’s too dry can spray Beleaf  with water?
Not recommended. This can create a humidity reaction 
causing possible delaminations between layers.

Storage



How and where can I glue Beleaf  veneer?
Beleaf  veneer can be glued on any standard backing panels 
available on the market MDF, Chipboard, Plywood, Steel, 
Aluminum...

Which kind of  glue can I use?
We suggest to use vinyl adhesive or natural glue in order to 
maintain the eco-friendly proprieties of  the product itself.

Can I press Beleaf  in a hot press?
Not Recommended. Beleaf  veneer is 100% natural with no 
additional adhesive, therefore hot press (more than 100°/ 
212F°) can cause minor delaminations between the two layers.

Cold pressing is strongly recommended

Glueing



How should I polish Beleaf  veneer?
Beleaf  is an eco-friendly product.  We recommend to fi nish with 
a very gentle polish.

Can I use water base polish?
Yes, we have developed a brand new water base polish which gives 
good alancing between strength and the natural feeling of  Beleaf  
veneer. We can rovide this special coating (code: BIC1) upon 
request.

Can I use Polyester/polyurethane polish?
Yes. Those fi nishings are very strong and protect Beleaf  from 
atmospheric events. Those fi nishings are NOT eco-friendly but 
you may achieve a nice fi nished product.

Check our website for more information about recommended 
varnishes.

Finishing



www.beleaf.mc - info@beleaf.mc


